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Information Literacy:
the concept behind many 
tutorials
Information Literacy
• Recognize when information is needed, be able to locate, evaluate, and use effectively the information.
• Lifelong learners
• Critical thinking skills
• Shapes many library instruction programs
Information Literacy Criteria
• Determine the extent of information needed
• Access needed information effectively and efficiently
• Evaluate information critically
• Incorporate selected information into knowledge base
• Use information effectively
• Access and use information ethically and legally
PRIMO Committee
PRIMO committee
• 10-13 academic librarians, two year terms
• Two tutorial review rounds per year 
• Submit or nominate a project
• Advertise through library listservs and weblogs
• “Norming” review
PRIMO tutorials
• Spring 2009: 32 tutorials, 34% accepted
• Fall 2009: 23 tutorials, 57% accepted
• Scope: projects useful to higher education students.
• Must be a tutorial or project of some type, not just a web page with instructions.
Review Criteria
• Three committee members review each project
• Scores must equal at least 32 points.
• Criteria: relevant to others, pedagogically effective, use material innovatively and a model for other developers. 
Pedagogically Effective
Uses technology innovatively
Model for Other Developers
Searching PRIMO Database
Searching PRIMO Database
Site of the Month Interview

Site of the Month Interview
• What was the cost of creating a high-quality projects, was there a need for grant funding?
• How much time was involved?
• What technology was used and why?
Issues: Online Committee
• A project like this can be maintained asynchronously, regardless of geography
• Communication (Yahoo groups)
• Sharing committee experience
Issues: Copyright & Adapting 
Tutorials
Issues: Technical
• Database kept on ALA server
• Projects in the database go back to 1996
• Enough tutorials to make the database compelling and useful 
PRIMO tutorials & Faculty 
Examples
• Import quiz based on a tutorial into Blackboard [All About Plagiarism]
• Tutorial is a required component of business class Beginner’s Guide to Business Research
• Tutorial is a required part of a first-year competency program                       [Tutorial for Information Power]
PRIMO tutorials and Librarians
• Assessment of tutorials
• Teaching a procedure versus teaching a concept 
• Learn about new technologies
PRIMO tutorials & Students
• Reflection of issues: Information literacy, plagiarism
• Graphical and interactive: reaching “today’s” student 
• Putting tutorials onto YouTube or iTunesU
• Reaching students                                             outside  the library,                                                      at point of need
PRIMO, information literacy & 
lifelong learning
• Information literacy, critical thinking, and life-long learning
• Lifelong learners: Deal with rapid technological change and changing work environments and expectations
• PRIMO database: find ideas for teaching these skills online
Questions?
Britt Fagerheimbritt.fagerheim@usu.eduUtah State UniversityRegional Campus and Distance Education Librarian
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